


UPASHI SETA - DOG RULES 
 
 Upashi Seta is a dog-friendly restaurant which aims to provide a comfortable 

environment for dog-owners and non-dog owners alike.  
 

 Only dogs who meet ALL of the following conditions are allowed to enter our 

restaurant.  
 Well-trained without troubles of toilet / barking / mounting / aggressive 

behaviors. 
 Can stay down on the floor quietly while its owner and other guests at are dining. 
 Flea and tick free. 

 Has a valid rabies vaccination certificate and has been vaccinated for two weeks 
or more but for less than a year. 

 Has a valid combination vaccination certificate (5 or more types) and has been 
vaccinated for two weeks or more but for less than a year. 

 4 months or older. 

 Not an intact female in heat (within 4 weeks from the start) and not pregnant. 
 Does not belong to any of the following dangerous breed categories. 

American Staffordshire Terrier Miniature Bull Terrier 

American Pit Bull Terrier Boxer Hokkaido Dog 

Doberman Rottweiler Shikoku Dog Tosa Dog 

All Mastiff breeds Chow Chow Kai Dog Kishu Dog 

※ The restaurant has the right to deny entry of any other dog breeds at any 

given time at its discretion. 
 

 The followings are FORBIDDEN: 
 Letting your dog eat or drink inside the restaurant. 

 Do not feed your dog during your stay at the restaurant. 
 The restaurant does not provide any dishware, let alone water bowls, for dogs. 

For water, please use the outside water tap for dogs available in the summer.  

 The restaurant provides takeout snacks (cookies, etc.) for dogs but these are 
for takeout purpose only. Do not feed these to your dog inside the restaurant. 

 Letting your dog sit on a chair or lay hands on the table. 
 Floor mats and strollers for dogs are allowed. However, the restaurant may 

ask you to refrain from bringing in a dog stroller during busy times. 
 

 The restaurant doe not offer large space and deserves the right to deny entry of any 

dogs at any given time during busy times.  
 

 The restaurant has the right to deny entry of guests and their dogs who do 

not follow the above rules. 
 

Not all guests are fond of dogs. However, we believe it is possible for all guests to share 

a comfortable dining environment by accepting presence of well-trained and well-
behaved dogs with social skills.  
 

We thank you, dog owners and non-dog owners alike, for your understanding and 

cooperation. We hope to maintain a pleasant and comfortable dining space for all guests 
and their four-legged friends for years to come. 


